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Abstract—Underwater surveys conducted using divers or
robots equipped with customized camera payloads can generate a
large number of images. Manual review of these images to extract
ecological data is prohibitive in terms of time and cost, thus
providing strong incentive to automate this process using machine
learning solutions. In this paper, we introduce a multi-species de-
tector and classifier for seagrasses based on a deep convolutional
neural network (achieved an overall accuracy of 92.4%). We also
introduce a simple method to semi-automatically label image
patches and therefore minimize manual labelling requirement.
We describe and release publicly the dataset collected in this
study as well as the code and pre-trained models to replicate our
experiments at: https://github.com/csiro-robotics/deepseagrass

I. INTRODUCTION

Seagrasses are high value coastal resources that provide
a range of ecosystem services, including physical protection
of coastlines, mitigation of adverse water quality, increasing
fisheries productivity, and acting as ‘blue carbon’ sinks for
mitigating climate change [1]. Active management of these
systems requires assessment of the extent and condition of
seagrass meadows, a complex task because they are dynamic in
space and time, both naturally and in response to anthropogenic
impacts [2]. Well-studied meadows are in decline globally [3],
highlighting the need to manage large areas of extant meadows,
as well as their historical and potential habitats. An updated
assessment of known distributions concludes that 166,387
km2 of meadows (moderate to high probability assessment)
currently exist [4]. Recent modelling, based on depth, minimum
photosynthetic requirements and seagrass distributional studies,
suggest a potential global seagrass habitat of 1,646,788 km2.
In part, the ten-fold difference between known and potential
distributions relates to under-survey or limitations of existing
survey methods [5] in environments where surveys are impeded
by remoteness, turbidity, depth and coastal conditions [6].

Recognising the importance of seagrass and the necessity of
its monitoring for better management, there have been a number
of advances in vision-based seagrass survey methods to increase
the spatial extent or intensity of surveys beyond that which can
be accomplished on foot at low tide, or by snorkelers or divers.
Broad-scale methods include remote sensing (satellites, con-
ventional aerial photography, drones) and underwater vehicles
that are towed (TUVs [7]), remotely operated (ROVs [8]) or
fully autonomous (AUVs [9]). Computer vision and machine
learning techniques are used to automatically and efficiently
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analyse the large amount of image data produced [10]. Real-
time processing of images is essential if monitoring utilises
an underwater robot and the objective requires adaptation of
sampling effort or survey extents during the field program.

In this paper we present two novel contributions to the
automatic seagrass detection and classification problem. Firstly,
we have created a new publicly available image dataset
(called DeepSeagrass) of three seagrass morphotypes from
Moreton Bay, Australia. The dataset is unique in that it
contains high-resolution images at an oblique angle and close
range, which closely matches the perspective of a diver or
underwater robot, and consists primarily of images with only
a single morphotype present. This allows image-level labels
to be assigned to subregions within the images. Secondly, we
designed a deep neural network based seagrass classification
system and evaluated it on this image dataset. The training of
the neural network takes advantage of the single-morphotype
images to learn to identify seagrass in small image patches. The
advantages of a patch-based approach are its simplicity, easy
application to real-time video from an underwater robot, and
its ability to yield spatial data at a sub-image level to facilitate
estimates of percentage cover or mapping outputs.

After reviewing existing work on seagrass monitoring in
Section II, we describe the dataset that we release publicly
in Section III. In Section IV, we explain the semi-automatic
labeling of the dataset, the architecture of the neural classifier
and details of the training process. Experimental results are
reported in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Improving the mapping of seagrass beds is an active area
of research within the marine biology community. Seagrass
data is collected using techniques such as manual surveys
[11], helicopter surveys [12], remote sensing such as satellite
imagery [13] or AUVs [14], [15], [16]; or a combination of
two or more methods [17]. Producing seagrass maps from the
vast amounts of data is often time-consuming using manual
counting methods, and thus automated methods are an active
research area.

A. Seagrass Identification

Two traditional machine learning approaches to seagrass
detection use Gabor filtering [14], [15] or gray-level co-
occurrence matrices [18] to generate feature descriptors, which
are then used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for
pixel or patch level classification. More recently, deep learning
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(a) Strappy (b) Ferny

(c) Rounded (d) Background

Fig. 1: Sample of different species of seagrass from a public
image dataset [11].

using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has emerged as
the state of the art in classification problems [19], and thus has
potential for the automated classification of seagrass, including
accurate real-time calculation of percentage cover [20].

Moniruzzaman et al. [21] used the Faster-RCNN [22]
network to detect individual leaves of a single species of
seagrass, Halophila ovalis, however, they did not consider
multiple species or where the seagrass appears as a dense carpet
over the seabed. Reus et al. [23] achieved 94.5% accuracy on
pixel-wise segmentation of seagrass, later improved on by
Weidmann et al. [24], in images taken by an AUV vertically
downward. They used rectangular image patches to train a
CNN to produce binary pixel-wise classifications, but did not
consider different species of seagrass. Likewise, Martin-Abadal
et al. [16] compared a CNN with other methods of machine
learning for single species, finding that a VGG-16 encoder with
an 8-stride fully convolutional network as the decoder [25]
achieved state-of-the-art accuracy for pixel-wise segmentation
of the seagrass Posidonia oceanica.

In this work, we address the problem of identifying multiple
species of seagrass. Our approach is to classify different
morphotypes at the image patch level, using a CNN trained in a
fully-supervised manner. However, due to the cost of labelling
at a patch or even pixel level, we use images that have only one
type of seagrass so that the image-level labels can be applied
as weak labels to the patches.

B. Existing Seagrass Datasets

The method requires a seagrass dataset representing multiple
species, with enough images containing only one particular
species. A survey of existing publicly available datasets (Table
II) found that there does not exist, to our knowledge, a dataset
designed for classification and detection of different species
of seagrass. Only two datasets contained multiple species of
seagrass (entries 2 and 5 in Table II) and of these, only the
photo-transect series of the Eastern Banks of Moreton Bay

TABLE I: Class Distribution in the Public Dataset [11]

Strappy Ferny Rounded Background
4671 76 34 1088

(entry 2 in Table II) is publicly available, referred to as the
‘Public Dataset’ in the rest of this paper. Figure 1 shows a
sample of the images in this dataset [11]. ‘Public Dataset’
images were collected on the Eastern Banks of Moreton Bay,
near Brisbane, Australia and have been made available on
Pangaea [11]. Image resolution is very low, with sizes of
105x140, 150x200 and 180x240 pixels (Figure 1). Images
contain a variety of marine species and are accompanied at the
image-level with Coral Point Count (CPC) annotations [11].
The CPC method is a manual computer-assisted technique that
overlays points on an image. Labels are assigned to the element
directly under a point, and cover is estimated based on point
counts [26].

The images were labelled into three morphological taxo-
nomic super-classes according to their CPC label (plus one
substrate class): ‘Strappy’ encompassed Cymodocea serrulata,
Halodule uninervis, Syringodium isoetifolium and Zostera
muelleri; ‘Ferny’ described Halophila spinulosa; ‘Rounded’
described Halophila ovalis; and ‘Background’ consisted of
images with less than 1% total seagrass cover. Images with
less than 70% cover for one species were removed from the
dataset. Furthermore, due to the coarse sampling of the CPC
method, some images did not have accurate species estimations.
The dataset was manually inspected by a domain expert and
incorrectly labeled images were removed. The filtered dataset
was heavily skewed towards the Strappy class, with significantly
fewer examples of Ferny and Rounded seagrass (see Table I).

III. DEEPSEAGRASS DATASET

Due to the poor resolution, class imbalance, small image
sizes, inconsistent camera angles, high level of blur and the
overall small quantity of usable images, we decided to collect
a new dataset from a similar location.

Images were acquired across nine different seagrass beds in
Moreton Bay, Australia over four days during February 2020.
Search locations were chosen according to distributions reported
in the publicly available dataset. A biologist made a search
of each area, snorkelling in approximately 1 - 2m of water
during low to mid tide. In-situ search of seagrass beds resulted
in batches of photographs in 78 distinct geographic sub-areas,
each containing one particular seagrass morphotype (or bare
substrate). Images were taken using a Sony Action Cam FDR-
3000X from approximately 0.5m off the seafloor at an oblique
angle of around 45 degrees. Over 12,000 high-resolution (4624
x 2600 pixels) images were obtained.

Images were reviewed to ensure that any containing a
second morphotype at more than approximately 0.5% density
were placed into a ‘mixed’ class. The remainder were labelled
according to their dominant morphotype, and divided into three
categories (dense, medium, sparse) according to the relative
density of seagrass present, for a total of 11 classes.

The dataset was then prepared for use in a machine learning
pipeline by taking the dense seagrass images and dividing them
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